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Research Article



Genetic Variability and Diversity in Okra (Abelmoschus esculentus L. Moench) Pradip K. Akotkar, D.K. De and A.K. Pal



Abstract : In the present investigation an attempt has been made to evaluate the genetic variability of some yield contributing characters, and the genetic diversity in fifty genotypes of okra collected from the NBPGR New Delhi, India. Analysis of variance indicated significant difference among the genotypes for different morphological characters. High values of GCV, PCV, heritability and genetic advance (% of mean) observed for number of fruiting nodes, number of ridges per fruit, plant height and number of fruiting nodes indicated these characters might be controlled by additive genes. On the basis of D2 analysis, the 50 genotypes could be grouped into 5 clusters. Cluster I had the highest number of genotypes (45) followed by cluster II (2). Remaining clusters were monogenotypic. Plant height had the highest contribution towards the total genetic divergence. The highest intra-cluster distances were recorded in cluster I followed by cluster II. The maximum inter-cluster distance was recorded between cluster IV and cluster II, followed by cluster V and cluster II. Among the 50 genotypes, IC332454 showed the highest cluster mean for fruit yield per plant and number of fruits per plant. The genotypes which were in the cluster V, III and II also exhibited significant performance for fruit yield per plant, number of fruits per plant and plant height sequentially. On the basis of groupings of individual genotypes into different clusters, contribution of individual character towards total genetic divergence, inter-cluster distance and cluster mean, the genotypes such as IC-9856B, IC331157, IC-342075, IC-332453 and IC-43736 were found promising for using in the hybridization programme. Key words:



Introduction Okra (Abelmoschus esculentus L. Moench) is one of the important spring-summer and rainy season vegetable crops grown chiefly for its tender green fruits for consumption. It has high nutritive value and also possesses export potential. The high yielding varieties in okra has been developed by exploiting the genetic diversity available in the crop. The importance of genetic diversity for selecting parents in combination breeding of different autogamous crops to obtain transgressive segregants has been very well emphasized by Khanna and Mishra (1977), Singh and Ramanujam (1981), Cox and Murphy (1990). Knowledge and the nature and magnitude of variation existing in available breeding materials are requisite to choose characters for effective selection of desirable genotypes to undertake planned breeding programme. Further, to improve the productivity, information about the nature and magnitude of genetic divergence would help selection of diverse parents, which upon hybridization might lead to
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effective gene recombinations.The available literature reveals that breeding programme on the basis of variability on the one hand and diversity on the other is scanty. The present investigation was, therefore, undertaken to evaluate the genetic variability for different characters and diversity of genotypes for identification of suitable parents for use in okra improvement. Material and methods The experimental materials for the present study consisted of 50 genotypes collected from National Bureau of Plant Genetic Resources (NBPGR), New Delhi. The genotypes were evaluated through a field experiment conducted in randomized block design with three replication at the Experimental Farm, C Block; B.C.K.V. Kalyani during rainy season (JuneSeptember) of 2009. The soil of the field is sandy clay loam type with pH around 7.1. Each variety was planted in three rows replicated thrice with spacing of 60cm x 40cm. The fertilizer doses were as per the recommendation for the commercial cultivation and the cultural practices were followed as and when required. Observations were recorded from five randomly selected plants from the middle row of each variety in each replication for eleven plant characters viz, number of fruits/plant, fruit length
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(cm), number of ridges/fruit, fruit diameter (cm), weight per fruit (g), plant height (cm), number of primary branches/plant, number of nodes on main stem, number of fruiting nodes, inter nodal distance, fruit yield per plant (g). Mean values of five plants were used for statistical analysis. Following the analysis of variance, the data of 50 genotypes of okra were subjected to classificatory analysis. The multivariate analysis (D2 statistic) was carried out following to Mahalanobis (1936). Test of significance of multiple measurements from the estimates of variance and covariance, using ‘V’ statistic which in turn utilizes Wilk’s criterion, a simultaneous test of differences between mean values of number of correlated variables were done (Rao, 1948). Grouping of genotypes into different clusters was carried out following Tocher’s procedure (Rao, 1952) and the relative contribution of different characters towards total divergence was calculated as per Singh and Choudhury (1985). Results and discussion The analysis of variance showed that the genotypes under study differed significantly among themselves for all the eleven characters. The mean, range, genotypic (GCV) and phenotypic (PCV) coefficients of variation, heritability and genetic advance as per cent of mean for all the characters are presented in Table 1. Wide range of variation could be recorded for fruit length, fruit diameter, weight per fruit, plant height, number of nodes on main stem and fruit yield per plant. The magnitude of PCV was higher than that of GCV for all the traits. The ratio of GCV and PCV indicate that some of characters were influenced by the environment. The GCV and PCV were high for number of fruiting nodes, fruit yield per plant; moderate for plant height, inter nodal distance, number of nodes on main stem and weight per fruit; and low for number of ridges per fruit, fruit diameter, fruit length and number of primary branches per plant. Similar observations have been reported by Patil et al. (1996), Panda and Singh (1997), Dhankar and Dhankar (2002), and Mehta et al. (2006). The estimates of heritability in broad sense were high for number of ridges per fruit followed by plant height and number of fruiting nodes and moderate for all the remaining character except number of primary branches. In the present study high genetic advance was observed for number of fruiting nodes followed by fruit yield per plant, plant height, inter nodal distance and number of fruits per plant; and moderate for all the remaining character except number of primary branches. Panse (1957) concluded that a character with high heritability in association with high genetic advance (in % mean) is an indication of expression of additive gene action. Characters without such combination appear generally because of non-additive gene action



(Liang and Walter, 1968). Therefore, it may be stated that among the characters under study, plant height, number of fruiting nodes, fruit yield per plant, inter nodal distance and number of fruits per plant are likely to be operated by additive genes. Improvement in these characters would be effective by selection on the basis of phenotype. These results are in consonance with the earlier reports of Panda and Singh (1997), Dhankar and Dhankar (2002) and Mehta (2006). The test of significance for the correlated variables had been done as per Rao (1948) using ‘V’ statistic which in turn utilizes Wilk’s criterion. On the basis of Mahalanobis D2 analysis, 50 genotypes could be grouped in to 5 clusters (Table 2). Interestingly, as many as 45 genotypes belong to cluster I and 2 genotypes belong in cluster II. The cluster III, IV and V exhibited to be monogenotypic. Results obtained with respect to inter and intra cluster divergences indicated variations in the parameters (Table 3). However, minimum distance was found between the genotypes falling in cluster II and maximum was in cluster III. When the clusters were compared for divergence, maximum distance was observed between cluster II and IV followed by II & V and IV & V. The above results reveal that most of the genotypes of cultivated okra (A. esculentus) under study were highly variable considering individual character but considering constellation of characters collectively they belong to same group. Similar observation has been reported by Martin et al. (1981). Further, the genotype IC- 332454 belonging to cluster IV was most divergent followed by the genotypes IC- 43736 and IC-342075 which belong to cluster V and cluster III, respectively. Since improvement in yield and other related traits is a basic objective in any breeding programme, cluster means for fruit yield per plant and its major components need to be considered for selection of genotypes. Accordingly, cluster IV consisting of genotype IC- 332453 recorded highest cluster mean for fruit yield per plant, number of fruits per plant, fruit length, number of nodes on main stem and number of fruiting nodes followed by cluster V and III which consisted of genotypes IC- 43736 and IC342075, respectively for fruit yield. The above results of cluster mean clearly indicated that genotypes like IC- 332453, IC-43736, and IC342075 could be selected as parents for future hybridization programme. The relative contribution of different characters towards the expression of genetic divergence (Table 4) revealed that plant height contributed the maximum (19.59%) followed by number of nodes on main stem (17.71%), number of ridges per fruit
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(16.82%) and number of fruiting nodes ( 13.14%). Thus, the characters like plant height, number of nodes on main stem and number of fruiting nodes will offer a good scope for improvement through selection. The characters, viz; plant height, number of nodes on main stem and number of fruiting nodes exhibited to be under the control of additive gene action thereby substantiate the former observation. Thus the results indicate that direct selection can be practical for achieving desirable results. On the basis of inter cluster distance (Table 3), cluster means and characters with high contribution to D2 values (Table 4), genotypes, viz., IC- 332453, IC-43736, IC- 342075, IC-9856B and IC-331157 could be selected as parents for future hybridization programme and among them, the latter two exhibited highest inter-cluster distance and accordingly could be utilized for obtaining heterobeltiosis.



Rao, C. R. 1948. The utilization of multiple measurement in problem of biologic classification. J. Roy stat. Soc., 10 B : 159 – 203. Rao, C. R. 1952. In Advance Statistical methods in biometric research. Ed. 1, John Wiley and Sons Inc., New York, pp 390 – 395. Singh, R. K. and B. D. Choudhury. 1985. In: Biometrical methods in quantitative genetic analysis. Kalyani Publishers, New Delhi. Singh, S.P. and S. Ramanujam. 1981. Genetic divergence and hybrid performance in Cicer arietinum. Indian J. Genet., 41: 268-76.
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Table 1. Mean values, coefficient of variation (CV %) and genetic variability parameters for different characters in 50 genotypes of okra Characters



Grand Mean



Range of Mean Values



CV%



S.E.(m)



S.E.(d)



C.D. at5%



GCV



PCV



h2 BS (%)



GA%



No. of fruits/plant Fruit length(cm)



3.10 12.36



2.23 - 6.63 6.92 - 15.20



26.05 12.59



0.46 0.89



0.66 1.27



1.31 2.52



15.34 7.45



21.49 10.41



51 51.22



22.58 10.98



No. of ridges/fruit Fruit diameter(cm)



5.14 13.32



5.00 - 6.81 11.24 - 20.52



5.31 10.17



0.15 0.77



0.22 1.10



0.44 2.19



8.00 7.77



8.57 9.74



87.19 63.7



15.39 12.78



Weight per fruit(g) Plant height(cm)



14.87 50.94



10.81 - 20.02 39.66 - 75.51



13.90 10.68



1.18 3.11



1.68 4.44



3.35 8.82



11.17 14.09



13.75 15.3



65.94 83.93



18.69 26.60



No. of primary branches/plant No. of nodes on main stem



2.43 8.40



1.93 - 3.50 5.37 - 13.05



16.94 17.59



0.23 0.84



0.33 1.20



0.66 2.39



6.88 11.14



11.96 15.08



33.1 54.64



8.15 16.97



No. of fruiting nodes Inter nodal distance



3.91 2.68



2.4 - 7.84 2.10 - 4.83



22.37 13.98



0.50 0.21



0.71 0.30



1.42 0.60



26.85 13.89



29.80 16.06



81.21 74.75



49.85 24.74



Fruit yield per plant(g)



45.62



29.18 - 95.65



26.57



6.93



9.90



19.64



18.68



24.17



59.71



29.73
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Table 2. Grouping of 50 genotypes in different clusters Sl. No. 1



Clusters



Number of genotypes



Genotypes



I



45



2



II



2



IC -433645, Parbhani Kranti, IC -433690, IC -433718, IC -331047, IC -331026, IC 331034, IC -433640, IC -27831, IC -433721, IC -331217, IC -332217, IC - 42491, IC 433652,IC -433637, IC -7952, IC - 433675, IC - 433670, IC - 433672, IC -1543, IC 433641, IC - 427732, IC -27875,IC -433720, IC -332455, IC -328942, IC -331067, IC -332232, IC -3753, IC - 326893, IC -89819, IC -4378, IC -22285, IC -89879, IC 332454, IC -3307,IC -22237, IC -433664, IC - 7452, IC -433695, IC -89712, IC 89835,IC -8991,IC - 89899, IC -433638 IC-9856B, IC-331157



3



III



1



IC-342075



4



IV



1



IC-332453



5



V



1



IC-43736



Table 3. Average intra (Diagonal) and inter cluster distance (D2) from 50 genotypes of Okra in June –Sept. 2009. Clusters I II III IV V



I 4.54 8.22 7.25 8.17 9.00



II



III



IV



V



2.57 10.84 11.95 11.87



0.00 7.47 10.68



0.00 11.75



0.00
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Table 4. Cluster means and per cent contribution of different characters in 50 genotypes of Okra. Clusters



No. of fruits/plant



Fruit length (cm)



No. of ridges/fruit



Fruit diameter (Cm)



Weight per fruit (g)



Plant height (cm)



NO. of primary branches per plant



No. of nodes on main stem



No. of fruiting nodes



Inter nodal distance



Fruit yield per plant(g)



I



3.03



12.49



5.09



13.14



14.78



50.12



2.41



8.28



3.83



2.64



44.20



II



2.98



11.96



6.70



13.98



14.26



49.63



2.38



8.74



2.55



2.47



42.11



III



3.48



12.63



5.00



13.78



15.55



75.51



3.50



8.00



6.50



3.50



54.00



IV



6.63



12.64



5.00



12.75



14.62



70.14



2.67



13.05



7.84



4.83



95.66



V



2.97



6.92



5.00



20.52



20.02



46.81



2.30



8.77



4.27



2.58



58.32



Contribution of individual character towards total genetic divergence (%)



2.45



3.51



16.82



5.14



8.41



19.59



3.51



17.71



13.14



8.41



1.31
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